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Bizzy Bear is exploring space! With sliders and tabs to push and pull, thereÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s lots of

interactivity for toddlers as Bizzy blasts off, glides past aliens, and jumps around on the moon. The

perfect book for little ones who dream of being astronauts!
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Benji Davies, from a young age, was invariably found drawing and painting at the kitchen table, a

scene which is often repeated to this day. He lives with his wife in London.

We are big fans of Bizzy Bear at my house. We have all of the books for when our grandchildren

come to visit. Both my mother and father were involved with the aerospace industry (with my father

working for NASA) and my mother actually building the electrical components that went into many

spacecraft. Because of our family history, I jumped to pre-order Bizzy Bear Space Rocket.In the

cute story, Bizzy Bear and his friend rabbit take a space trip and land on another planet. The trip

starts with boarding the rocket and shows the journey, too, so it is the whole trip.My grandson is

enjoying the book. It has his favorite activities from see-saw motions to twirls to a fun pull out

"blast-off". The whole series is one of his favorites and each time he comes to visit, he sits down

and has Nana read through the books with him before he takes over for all the fun activities.



These are awesome books! My two-year-old son absolutely loves them! He was captivated

immediately upon receiving this book. It has really spurred an interest in his other books, as well. He

is content to sit and entertain himself with these books when Mommy is busy around the house

during the day. He can be a little destructive with his things, but these books are well put together

and sturdy. Highly recommended.

I ordered for my 2yr old son for Xmas 2016. This book is SO CUTE- I ordered all 4 in the series I

could find that weren't sold out. These books are interactive, there's moving parts & flaps for them to

open. Cute stories also! The only negative feedback is that they are short stories like 4 pages,

maybe 5? Which isn't much of a book book in my opinion- but perfect for a 0-3yr old.

I think I love these books more than my 1 year old. Super colorful, bright and different things to do

on each page. Pull, slide, spin and move different tabs and levers on each page. The story is simple

and rhyming, great for a quick read before bedtime or introducing books to young ones!

My son really loves these books and they held up pretty well. They are very thick and it's great for

boys who like to tear books :) I just wish it had more pages.

Great book for little hands with vibrant colors and fun activities.

I bought this book for my new grandson 's Space themed baby nursery. It's a truly adorable and

sturdy book. My other grandchild 20 months old could do all the little fun little activities that come

with this book. I am going to buy more of these for my grandkids. I am sold on these books!

The Bizzy Bear series of activity books are awesome. So much better than "lift the flap" type books.

Every other page has an activity for your child to do; they can blast off to the moon, look at whats in

space from the pilot's seat, bump around on the moon, rocket through the Earth's atmosphere out

into space and more! The pages and very thick, perfect for toddlers.
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